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In order to reduce the complexity of heart hemodynamics simulations, uncoupling
approaches are often considered for the modeling of the immersed valves as an alter-
native to complex fluid-structure interaction (FSI)models. A possible shortcoming of
these simplified approaches is the difficulty to correctly capture the pressure dynam-
ics during the isovolumetric phases. In this work, we propose an enhanced resistive
immersed surfaces (RIS) model of cardiac valves which overcomes this issue. The
benefits of the model are investigated and tested in blood flow simulations of the left
heart.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In spite of the major advances achieved since the beginning of the 21st century1,2,3,4, the full FSI simulation of heart hemodynam-
ics remains a complex and challenging problem. Among the main difficulties, we can mention the large structural displacements
of the interfaces, the topological changes (when solids come into contact) and the induced high pressure-drops. In order to reduce
the complexity of this coupled problem, several alternative models have been proposed in the literature5,6,7,8. The fundamental
idea of these simplified approaches consists in combining a reduced modeling of the valves dynamics with a kinematic uncou-
pling of the cardiac hemodynamics and electromechanics (i.e., displacement fields, coming either from measurements or from
simulations, are imposed on the boundaries of the fluid cavities).
These simplifications come however at a price: since the kinematic uncoupling ignores the dynamic balance between cardiac
hemodynamics and electromechanics, the fluid pressure within the ventricle is not well defined during the isovolumetric phases
(i.e., when all the valves are closed). This explains why this portion of the cardiac cycle is always neglected in the above
mentioned uncoupled approaches. Though short-lasting, the isovolumetric phases play a major role in the preservation of a
correct unidirectional blood flow within the heart.
In this paper, we propose a new simplified modeling approach which fixes this issue. Starting from the resistive immersed
surfaces (RIS) model for valves dynamics5, we introduce an additional interface term which controls the ventricle pressure
when both valves are closed. This term involves ventricle pressure data coming either from measurements or from external
electro-mechanical simulations, hence the terminology augmented RIS model. The fundamental idea of the proposed approach
is that, under some basic assumptions and for moderate values of the resistive parameters, the simulated fluid pressure within
the ventricle can be regulated in terms of the external pressures, the volume variation and the provided pressure data. Two
three-dimensional numerical examples are proposed to test the new model and to assess the validity of its related assumptions.
2 ALEXANDRE THIS ET AL.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly recalls the original RISmodel and introduces the new augmented
RIS model. In Section 3, two three-dimensional numerical examples are presented. Finally, a summary of the main results and
some glimpses of future research are given in Section 4.
2 PROBLEM SETTING AND MATHEMATICAL MODELS
In this section, we first briefly recall the original RIS model9,5 and its application to a moving cavity enclosed by multiple
immersed valves. An estimate of the intracavity pressure in the resulting setting is then provided. This analysis motivates the
derivation of the Augmented Resistive Immersed Surfaces (ARIS) model, whose goal is to properly control the intracavity
pressure.
2.1 Original RIS model
We consider the flow of a fluid within a moving domain Ω(t) ⊂ ℝ3 with n immersed valves. The closed configuration of the
valves is given in terms of the surfaces Σi(t) ⊂ Ω, i = 1,… , n. Each surface is assumed to be oriented by a normal n. We then
define a negative and a positive side via the normal n−
def
= n and n+
def
= −n−. For a given continuous scalar or tensorial field f
defined in Ω(t) (possibly discontinuous across the immersed surface Σi(t)), we define its positive and negative sided restrictions
to Σi(t), denoted respectively by f+ and f−, as f+(x)
def
= lim→0+ f (x−n+) and f−(x)
def
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FIGURE 1 Geometric description with a single valve and a moving domain.
The current configuration, in time, is parametrized as Ω(t) = (Ω̂, t), where Ω̂ is the reference configuration and  ∶
Ω̂ × ℝ+ → ℝ3 is the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) one–to–one mapping (see Figure 1). Similarly, we have the
parametrizations )Ω(t)
def
= ()Ω̂, t) and Σ(t)
def
= (Σ̂, t). This mapping is given in terms of the fluid domain displacement
d ∶ Ω̂ × ℝ+ → ℝ3 with the expression: 
def
= I Ω̂ + d. The displacement field d is given in terms of an arbitrary lifting of




, where  is a well chosen lifting operator from










for the ALE time derivative.
The fluid is assumed to be homogeneous, incompressible, viscous and Newtonian. It is described by the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations in ALE formulation. The opening and closing dynamics of the valve can be described in a simplified
manner by neglecting the mechanics of the leaflets via the RIS model proposed in5. The idea consists in introducing a resistive
surface term RΣ(u−w) in the fluid momentum equation, where Σ denotes the Dirac measure on the immersed surface Σ and
R = R(t) is a time-dependent function which is null when the valve is open and large when the valve is closed. The resulting












+ (u −w) ⋅ (u
)
− ( ⋅ (u, p) +
∑
i={1…n}
RiΣi (u −w) = f in Ω(t),
( ⋅ u = 0 in Ω(t),
(1)
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where the fluid Cauchy stress tensor is given by
(u, p)
def






and where  and  denote, respectively, the fluid density and the fluid dynamic viscosity and I the identity tensor. The above
system has to be complemented with appropriate initial and boundary conditions. For the sake of notation, in the rest of the
paper, Ω will refer to Ω(t), )Ω to )Ω(t) and Σ to Σ(t).
As pointed out in the original model5, if one defines the stress jump:
J(u, p)nK def= (u−, p−)n− + (u+, p+)n+,
the system (1) enforces the interface conditions
J(u, p)nK = −Ri (u −w) on Σi, (2)
for i = {1,… , n}. Two asymptotic behaviors are then deduced: when Ri is large, u = w is enforced on the moving surface Σi,
whereas when Ri is close to 0, the flow does not ’see’ Σi anymore and there is no pressure drop across it. When Ri is between
these two extremes, Σi acts as a porous surface9,10 via the interface Robin condition (2).
2.2 Estimate of the pressure within an enclosed cavity
Based on the original RIS model (1), let Ω denote a moving domain, composed of three fluid sub-domains Ω
def
= Ω1 ∪Ω2 ∪Ω3,
as depicted in Figure 2. We assume thatΩ1 shares an interface withΩ2, denoted as Σ12, and thatΩ2 also shares another interface
with Ω3, denoted as Σ23. The domains Ω1 and Ω3 do not share any interface. The opening and closing dynamics of Σ12 and Σ23
are described using the RIS model.
The exterior boundary ofΩ is divided into non-overlapping subsets )Ω⋅,D and )Ω⋅,N as depicted in Figure 2. No-slip Dirichlet
boundary conditions are imposed on )Ω⋅,D = )Ω1,D ∪ )Ω2,D ∪ )Ω3,D and Neumann normal boundary conditions are imposed
on )Ω⋅,N = )Ω1,N ∪ )Ω3,N. The body force f is assumed to be equal to 0.
FIGURE 2 Geometrical domain Ω considered for the problems (3) and (9).
The following problem is therefore considered: find the velocity u = u(x, t) ∶ Ω × ℝ+ → ℝ3 and the pressure p = p(x, t) ∶


















+ (u −w) ⋅ (u
)
− ( ⋅ (u, p) +
∑
i={12,23}
RiΣi (u −w) = 0 in Ω,
( ⋅ u = 0 in Ω,
u = w on
(
)Ω1,D ∪ )Ω2,D ∪ )Ω3,D
)
× (0, T ),
(u, p)n = g1 on )Ω1,N × (0, T ),
(u, p)n = g3 on )Ω3,N × (0, T ).
(3)
The above system has to be complemented with an appropriate initial condition. The main difficulty which arises in the
description of the isovolumetric phases using a uncoupling approach is that the ventricular pressure is defined up to a constant,
since the fluid velocity is prescribed on the boundary of the enclosed cavity. This issue is circumvented in the original RIS model
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(1) thanks to the interface Robin condition (2), for moderate values of Ri. However, as we shall discuss below, this results in an
arbitrarily fixed internal pressure.
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(a) Expected results.
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(b) Typical obtained results.
FIGURE 3 Time history of the pressures. The grey areas delimit the isovolumetric phases.
For instance, Figures 3a–3b depict, respectively, the expected pressures and the typical computed ones, in a simple toy problem
based on the domain depicted in Figure 2 and described later in Section 3.1. Results portrayed on Figure 3b have been obtained
by using the setting (3). Outside the chosen isovolumetric phases delimited by the gray areas, the computed pressures match
the reference ones depicted on Figure 3a. On the other hand, when the middle cavity Ω2 is closed, its inner computed volume-
averaged pressure PΩ2 is clearly different from the expected one. It can be noted that, during these isovolumetric phases, PΩ2





In the following analysis, we provide an estimate of the resulting pressure inside Ω2 in the situation where both R12 and R23
belong to ]0,+∞[. We consider two simplifying asumptions:
(H1) the viscous contribution to the normal stress is considered negligible on the valves;
(H2) the pressure inside the cavities are considered approximately constant in space when the valves are closed, namely,
p(x, t) ≃ PΩi(t) ∀x ∈ Ωi,∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.






















and |Σi| stands for the measure of the surface Σi.
Proof. We consider the interface condition on Σi:
J(u, p)nK = −Ri (u −w) on Σi.
Using assumption (H1) and rearranging the terms, we obtain






Multiplying by n− and integrating over Σi, we get
∫
Σi
u ⋅ n− ≃ ∫
Σi
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Using assumption (H2), we finally obtain
∫
Σi
u ⋅ n− ≃ ∫
Σi






In particular, for Σ12 and Σ23, we get
∫
Σ12
u ⋅ n− ≃ ∫
Σ12








u ⋅ n− ≃ ∫
Σ23






Applying the divergence theorem on (3)2, we have
∫
Ω2
( ⋅ u = 0 ⇔ ∫
)Ω2,D
u ⋅ n− + ∫
Σ12
u ⋅ n− + ∫
Σ23
u ⋅ n− = 0. (7)
Substituting by (5), (6) and (3)3 into (7):
∫
)Ω2












Rearranging the equation, we get the the estimation (4). This completes the proof.
It is worth noting that, when the cavity is closed and if the assumptions hold, the pressure PΩ2 is regulated both by the exterior
pressures (i.e., with PΩ1 and PΩ3) and by the change of the volume of Ω2. In the case of a perfectly incompressible cavity (i.e.,
when ∫)Ω2 w ⋅ n = 0), a balance of the exterior pressures is reached and is regulated both by the surface area of the immersed
surfaces – |Σ12| and |Σ23| – and by the value of their corresponding resistive parameters Ri.
If the volume of the closed cavity is undergoing change (i.e., ∫)Ω2 w ⋅n ≠ 0), its pressure will also evolve. Noting that n is the
outgoing normal, the dilatation of the cavity (i.e., ∫)Ω2 w⋅n > 0)would induce a negative pressure contribution. On the opposite,
a contracting cavity (i.e., ∫)Ω2 w ⋅ n < 0) would result in a positive pressure contribution. Moreover, this pressure change is
proportional to Ri and inversely proportional to the surface area of the immersed surfaces – |Σ12| and |Σ23|. This behavior is
coherent with the fact that the original RIS formulation has been designed to model porous media. In the case of an increasing
porous surface area, more fluid would pass through, resulting in a lower pressure jump across the surface. On the other hand, in
the case of a decreasing porosity, less fluid would pass through, resulting in a higher pressure jump.
While the intracavity pressure has been estimated in a situation where both R12 and R23 are different from 0, it has to be
noted that this estimation becomes singular when both R12 and R23 converge to +∞. In this asymptotic case, the fact that the
velocity is prescribed on the whole cavity boundary leaves the pressure undetermined and might not be compatible with the
incompressibility constraint.
2.3 Augmented Resistive Immersed Surface (ARIS) model
As shown in Section 2.2, an estimation of the pressure PΩ2 has been proposed. This expression involves the distal pressures, the
wall velocity, the surface area of the immersed surfaces as well as the value of their resistive parameters. In this section, given
a reference time dependent pressure P ⋆ = P ⋆(t), the objective is to modify the RIS model in order to enforce PΩ2 ≃ P
⋆.
The proposed approach consists in considering an additional normal stress term on each of the immersed surfaces so that the
corresponding interface condition becomes:
J(u, p)nKΣi = −Ri (u −w) + gΣin. (8)
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The proposed approach will be referred to as the augmented resistive immersed surface (ARIS) model. Assuming the same
setting as the one in Section 2.2 and applying this model on the immersed surfaces Σ12 and Σ23, we consider the following
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( ⋅ u = 0 in Ω,
u = w on )Ω1,D ∪ )Ω2,D ∪ )Ω3,D,
(u, p)n = g1 on )Ω1,N,
(u, p)n = g3 on )Ω3,N.
(9)
The above system has to be complemented with an appropriate initial condition. The following interface conditions are then
satisfied on Σi:
JuKΣi = 0, J(u, p)nKΣi = −Ri (u −w) + gΣin.
Proposition 2. Let P ⋆ = P ⋆(t) be a given time-depend function. Using the ARIS model with the stress terms gΣ12 and gΣ23
defined as








w ⋅ n, (10)
we have the following estimation of the pressure inside the cavity Ω2:
PΩ2 ≃ P
⋆. (11)
Proof. By reproducing the proof of Section 2.2 using the interface condition resulting of the proposed ARIS model as a starting
















w ⋅ n. (12)
Substituting (10) into (12), one readily obtains (12). This completes the proof.






⋆. The proposed pair (10) is nevertheless intuitive as each corrective term counteracts the contribution of the exterior
pressure related to the immersed surface on which this term is applied. Moreover, the term related to the cavity volume change
is counteracted by both gΣ12 and gΣ23 at the same time.
3 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we illustrate and discuss the benefits brought by the pressure correction described in Section 2.3 in two numerical
examples. Problem (9) is discretized in space using ℙ1∕ℙ1 stabilized finite elements for the velocity and the pressure unknowns.
The velocity approximations are globally continuous in space while the discrete pressure is allowed to be discontinuous across
the immersed surface Σ12 and Σ23. This allows to correctly capture the pressure jumps when the valves are closed5.
As the core motivation of the present work is the simulation of the isovolumetric phases in the ventricle of the left heart,
two three-dimensional examples mimicking the behavior of such system are considered. To assess the efficiency of the ARIS
model, prescribed reference pressure will be compared with the simulated one in different formulations of the pressure corrective
term (10). Finally, the choice of the resistive parameter Ri is crucial and requires a specific care. The determination of its value
will be discussed, for each numerical example, in the next paragraphs.
3.1 Toy problem
A simple academic problem is designed to reproduce the setting and the problematics described in Section 2. The simplified
geometry of the fluid domain is given by Ω, which has the shape of a cylinder, as depicted in Figure 4a. The domain is divided
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into 3 parts, successively denoted as Ω1, Ω2 and Ω3, as depicted in Figure 4b. Their dimensions are respectively given by
{








rΩ3 = 1, lΩ3 = 2
}
, where r and l stand for, respectively, the radius and the length
of the cylindric subdomain. All the units are given in the CGS units system. Two identical planes surfaces are immersed inside
the domain: Σ12 is the interface between Ω1 and Ω2 whereas Σ23 is the interface between Ω2 and Ω3, as shown in Figure 4b.
The physical parameters for the fluid are  = 1.06 and  = 0.04. The simulations are carried out for a total time of t = 0.2
with a time step of  = 10−3. The fluid is initially at rest. The whole computational domain Ω is made of 7 375 tetrahedron.
Both immersed surface, Σ12 and Σ23, are made of 95 triangular elements.
(a) Exterior of the fluid domain. (b) Interior of the fluid domain.
FIGURE 4 Computational domains used for the toy problem model.
A no-slip boundary condition is enforced on the solid wall of the large cylinder )Ω1,D∪)Ω2,D∪)Ω3,D. The following Neumann
conditions are prescribed on the inlet and outlet boundaries:
(u, p)n = 0 on )Ω1,
(u, p)n = −105n on )Ω3.
Moreover, a reference pressure P ⋆, which should be obtained for PΩ2 , is used in the pressure corrective term (10). All these
pressures have been analytically generated to imitate the main simplified characteristics of a human left heart11 and are depicted
on Figure 5.
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FIGURE 5 Time history of the reference pressures used for each cavity of the toy problem model.
The surface of the middle cavity )Ω2,D is displaced to mimic the typical behavior of a left ventricle during a heartbeat. In
order to address different situations where the incompressibility constraint is broken or not, three different surface velocities,
denotedw0,wiso andwnot-iso, evolving with time, are considered. The corresponding displacement field is then obtained thanks
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to a simple backward Euler method. The motion of the full domain is computed by extending the imposed surface displacements
within the domain Ω using an appropriate non-linear lifting operator12 (denoted  in Section 2.1). The surface velocities are
given by the following expressions for all x ∈ )Ω2,D :
w0(x, t) = 0 ∀t ∈ ℝ+. (13)
wiso(x, t) =
{
0 ∀t ∈ ℝ+ ∣
(
R12(t) ≠ 0 and R23(t) ≠ 0
)
,
r(x, t) ∀t ∈ ℝ+ ∣
(






r(x, t)∕10 ∀t ∈ ℝ+ ∣
(
R12(t) ≠ 0 and R23(t) ≠ 0
)
,
r(x, t) ∀t ∈ ℝ+ ∣
(




where r is a periodic function of period T = 0.15, mimicking contraction and dilatation of a pumping heart. This function r is
tailored to produce a radial displacement. To obtain a negligible shift of the vertices at the immersed surface level, a gaussian
profile is prescribed to get a greater displacement at the center of Ω2 compared with its extremities.
Figures 6a–6c present some typical snapshots of the displacement field obtained with wiso and applied to the computational
domain, respectively, at t = 0 (initial state), t = 0.04 (maximum contraction state) and t = 0.115 (maximum dilatation state).
(a) t = 0. (b) t = 0.04. (c) t = 0.115.
FIGURE 6 Snapshots of the displacement magnitude of the computational domain obtained with wiso for the toy problem
model. The amplitude of the deformation field has been amplified by 10 to increase its visibility.
In this toy problem model, the values of R12 and R23 are arbitrarily prescribed. Figure 7a depicts the evolution of the sta-
tus of the valves and Figure 7b relates it to the evolution of the volume of the cavity Ω2. Long contraction and dilatation
phases are interspersed with three short isovolumetric phases (respectively defined by the time intervals [t = 0.025, t = 0.05],
[t = 0.1, t = 0.125] and [t = 0.175, t = 0.2]). During the contraction and dilatation phases, at least one of the two valves is open,
while both valves are closed during isovolumetric phases.
The representation of the volume curves corresponding towiso andwnot-iso is given on Figure 7b.w0 represents the simple case
where the computational domain is not moving. On the other hand,wiso represents a case with perfect isovolumetric phases while
wnot-iso reflects non-perfect isovolumetric phases where a slight residual is introduced when both valves are closed – between
t = 0.025 and t = 0.05 and between t = 0.1 and t = 0.125 – hence inducing a violation of the incompressibility constraint.
The pressure correction is tested using successively the following two terms:
• gΣi,pc
def






∫)Ω2 w ⋅ n on Σi: the full corrective term, defined by (10), which accounts for both the distal pressures
contribution and the residual volume change of the cavity.
An investigation is first provided to evaluate the influence of the resistive term Ri on the efficiency of the pressure correction.
For this purpose, a case with no cavity motion (i.e., when w(t)|)Ω2,D = w0(x, t)) is considered and the term gΣi,pc is used to
correct the intracavity pressure. The set of values used for the resistive parameter Ri are
Ri = {10i, i = 0…10}.
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(a) Time history of the status of the valves.
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(b) Time history of the volume of the cavity Ω2.
FIGURE 7 Description of the isovolumetric phases considered for the toy problem model. The grey areas delimit the
isovolumetric phases.
DefiningQ(t) as the inlet flow rate andQ0(t) as the inlet flow rate of a reference case in which no valve model is used, we define







Its value is reported to quantify the actual flow reduction provided by the resistive immersed surfaces. For each value of Ri,
the average pressure inside the cavity Ω2, denoted PΩ2 , is compared with the reference pressure P
⋆ to evaluate how good the
intracavity pressure is corrected.
Following this first investigation, the best value ofRi is then empirically fixed and used for all cases described in the following
Table 1:
Case w|)Ω2,D gΣ12 gΣ23
T1,NC w0(x, t) 0 0
T1,C w0(x, t) gΣ12,pc gΣ23,pc
T2,NC wiso(x, t) 0 0
T2,C wiso(x, t) gΣ12,pc gΣ23,pc
T3,NC wnot-iso(x, t) 0 0
T3,PC wnot-iso(x, t) gΣ12,pc gΣ23,pc
T3,C wnot-iso(x, t) gΣ12,c gΣ23,c
TABLE 1 Cases of pressure correction considered for the toy problem model.
Cases T1 are designed in order to test the pressure correction in a simple, non-moving domain. Cases T2 are designed to test
the pressure correction in a more complex setting involving domain motion. Cases T3 are designed to test the pressure correction
in an even more challenging setting involving domain motion and breaking of the incompressibility constraint. The subscripts
NC, PC and C denote, respectively, "No Correction", "Partial Correction", and "Correction". Note that for the cases T1 and
T2, there is no distinction between partial correction and correction as the cavity is not undergoing volume change during the
isovolumetric phases (i.e., when ∫)Ω2 w ⋅ n = 0). The average pressure PΩ2 inside the cavity Ω2 is systematically computed in
these different cases and compared with the prescribed pressure P ⋆ to quantify the effectiveness of the pressure correction.
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3.1.1 Results
Sensitivity analysis of the resistance parameter
Figure 8 depicts the evolution ofQres(t)|t=0.17 with respect to the resistance value Ri. The time instant t = 0.17 has been chosen
to allow the flow rate Q0 to be fully developed in the open channel. Moreover, it represents a time instant where only one valve
of the toy problem model is closed, hence allowing to properly quantify the flow reduction of Q compared to Q0. It is noted
that, as the resistance increases, the flow rate through the valves decreases, as expected from the standard RIS model. This result
tends to justify the choice of a high value for the resistance Ri.
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FIGURE 8 Log relative flow rate through the valves with respect to Ri for the toy problem model.
On Figure 9, the pressures PΩ2 and P
⋆ are compared, with respect to the time, using several values of Ri. From Ri = 100
to Ri = 106, the prescribed pressure P ⋆ and computed pressure PΩ2 match properly during the isovolumetric phases depicting




, the RIS model is impermeable
enough to also ensure proper pressure values outside the isovolumetric phases. For higher values of Ri, the pressure corrective
term cannot ensure a good fit anymore. At Ri = 107, a transition phase can be observed where PΩ2 is close to P
⋆ but small
steps are observed. At Ri = 108 and beyond, the pressure correction is completely inefficient. This highlights the preference of
a small value for the resistance Ri.
In conclusion, it is shown that a trade-off has to be made to ensure that the intracavity pressure is well corrected by the ARIS





tions: the pressure inside Ω2 is properly corrected while ensuring a small residual flow rate compared with the open channel
flow rate (i.e., Q lower than 1% of Q0). Based on this study, in the following, the value of the resistance Ri is set to 105.
Evaluation of the pressure correction for cases T1, T2 and T3
Figures 10a–10b depict the results coming from, respectively, the cases T1,NC and T1,C, for which no motion of the domain is
imposed. In the case T1,NC, no pressure correction is applied. During the phases where both valves are closed, it is observed
that the average pressure PΩ2 is approximately equal to 5 × 10
4. This result is coherent with the pressure estimation described






PΩ3 ≃ 5 × 10
4, given that PΩ1 ≃ 0 and
PΩ3 ≃ 1 × 10
5 due to the considered applied Neumann normal boundary conditions. For the corrected case T1,C (i.e., when we
are using the corrective term gΣi,pc), the intracavity pressure is now perfectly corrected during the isovolumetric phases.
Figures 11a–11b depict the results coming from, respectively, the cases T2,NC and T2,C. In those cases, a domain motion
keeping the intracavity volume constant during the isovolumetric phases is imposed. Small peaks in the pressure are noticed
during each transition between phases (e.g., t = 0.025 or t = 0.05) but these pressure peaks decay quickly toward stable values.
Similar to the cases T1, the average intracavity pressure is properly predicted by the theoretical analysis (4) in case T2,NC. For
the case T2,C, using the corrective term gΣi,pc allows to get the expected intracavity pressure during the isovolumetric phases.
Finally, Figures 12a–12c depict the results coming from, respectively, the cases T3,NC, T3,PC and T3,C. In these cases, an addi-
tional difficulty is addressed by considering a residual motion imposed during the isovolumetric phases. Compared to previously,
a major difference is observed for the intracavity pressure for the non corrected case T3,NC. Indeed, the pressure is strongly offset
ALEXANDRE THIS ET AL. 11
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(a) Ri = 0.
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(b) Ri = 100.
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(c) Ri = 101.
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(d) Ri = 102.
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(e) Ri = 103.
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(f) Ri = 104.
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(g) Ri = 105.
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(h) Ri = 106.
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(i) Ri = 107.
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(j) Ri = 108.
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(k) Ri = 109.
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(l) Ri = 1010.
FIGURE 9 Time history of the computed pressures obtained with pressure correction for different values of Ri for the toy
problem model.
during the non-perfect isovolumetric phases: positively when the residual motion induces a contraction of the cavity and nega-
tively when it induces a dilatation. This behavior has been predicted by the analysis provided in the discussion of Section 2.2.
In the partially corrected case T3,PC, it may also be noted that the corrective term gΣi,pc is not enough to correct the intracavity
pressure as the residual motion of the cavity is not taken into account into the correction. On the opposite, using the complete
corrective term gΣi,c, the intracavity pressure is corrected much more efficiently. In this case, it is observed that both the overall
12 ALEXANDRE THIS ET AL.
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(a) Without correction.
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(b) With partial correction.
FIGURE 10 Time history of the computed pressures obtained for the cases T1.
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(a) Without correction.
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(b) With partial correction.
FIGURE 11 Time history of the computed pressures obtained for the cases T2.
behavior of the intracavity pressure and its value match the prescribed pressure P ⋆. Nevertheless, a small gap between the two
pressure curves is observed, probably caused by the non-perfect validity of the simplifying assumptions (H1) and (H2).
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(a) Without correction.
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(b) With partial correction.
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(c) With correction.
FIGURE 12 Time history of the computed pressures obtained for the cases T3.
3.2 Realistic physiological model
Since the pressure correction introduced in Section 2 has proved its benefits in correcting the intraventricular pressure of the toy
problem model in several settings, we would like to apply it on a more physiological case. As the value of the intraventricular
pressure is used to decide the status – active or inactive – of the resistive immersed surfaces5, its good evaluation is crucial to
get the correct behavior of the valves. This is the main focus of the following numerical experiment on a physiological human
heart geometry.
ALEXANDRE THIS ET AL. 13
We consider, for the fluid domain Ω, a realistic portion of the human left heart, as depicted in Figure 13a. For simplicity,
we will use the physiological terminology of the cardiology to designate the different parts of the considered computational
domain. Based on the previous notations of Section 2, the computational domains Ω1, Ω2, Ω3 correspond, respectively, to the
portion of the atrium, to the full ventricle and to the portion of the aorta, as shown in Figure 13b. The typical dimensions of
these computational domains are based on the physiological ones. All the units are given in the CGS units system. The different
geometries come from a computerized tomography (CT) scan realized by the Zygote company. The immersed resistive valves,
Σ12 and Σ23, correspond, respectively, to the mitral valve (see Figure 13c) and to the aortic valve (see Figure 13d). The former
has been designed with the software 3-matic from physiological in vivo data13,14,15,16,17 whereas the latter is already included in
the Zygote human heart model we use.
(a) Exterior of the fluid domain. (b) Interior of the fluid domain.
(c) Immersed surface Σ12. (d) Immersed surface Σ23.
FIGURE 13 Computational domains used for the realistic model.
The physical parameters for the fluid are  = 1.06 and  = 0.04. The simulations are carried out for a total time of t = 0.85,
based on averaged physiological values for the heartbeat of a young adult18, with a time step  = 10−3. The fluid is initially
at rest. The whole computational domain Ω is made of 326 090 tetrahedron. The immersed surfaces, Σ12 and Σ23 are made of,
respectively, 816 and 1 474 triangular elements.
As regards the boundary conditions, a no-slip boundary condition is enforced on )Ω1,D ∪ )Ω2,D ∪ )Ω3,D. The surface velocity
w|)Ω2,D is obtained from an electro-mechanical simulation
19 in order to enhance the physiological validity of the considered
numerical example. The pressure is prescribed on the inlet )Ω1,N – corresponding to the cut ends of the pulmonary veins – as
well as on the outlet )Ω3,N – corresponding to the lower cut section of the aorta – using Neumann normal boundary conditions:
(u, p)n = −g1n on )Ω1,
(u, p)n = −g3n on )Ω3.
The amplitude of these pressures, respectively denoted g1 and g3, are given by time-dependent functions coming from the
above mentioned electro-mechanical model. Their values are depicted on Figure 14. In addition, the physiological ventricular
14 ALEXANDRE THIS ET AL.
pressure P ⋆, also depicted in Figure 14, used in the corrective term (10), comes from the same electro-mechanical simulation.
Finally, a backflow stabilization based on a local regularization of the fluid velocity along the tangential directions on the
Neumann boundaries20 is applied on )Ω1,N and on )Ω3,N.
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FIGURE 14 Time history of the reference pressures used for each cavity of the realistic model.
The surface displacement prescribed on )Ω2,D is extended to the rest of domain using an appropriate non-linear lifting oper-
ator12 (denoted  in Section 2.1). Figures 15a–15c present some typical snapshots of the resulting displacement field, applied
to the computational domain, respectively, at t = 0 (initial state), t = 0.2 (maximum contraction state) and t = 0.5 (maximum
dilatation state).
(a) t = 0. (b) t = 0.2. (c) t = 0.5.
FIGURE 15 Snapshots of the displacement magnitude of the computational domain obtained for the realistic model.
In this realistic model, the values of R12 and R23 are no more arbitrarily prescribed but automatically handled by the physics
of the problem, and more specifically by the local values of the velocity and pressure fields near the immersed surfaces. When
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a valve is closed, it will open if there is a positive pressure jump across it. On the opposite, when a valve is open, it will close if
there is a backflow detected through its corresponding open surface. The corresponding physical decision criteria are depicted
on Figure 16. For the immersed surface Σ12, positive pressure jump and existing backflowmean, respectively, p+−p− > 0 on Σ12
and ∫Σ12 u ⋅ n
+ < 0. For the immersed surface Σ23, it means, respectively, p− − p+ > 0 on Σ23 and ∫Σ23 u ⋅ n
− < 0. A refractory
time, typically set to a few time steps, is introduced to prevent the valve from changing its status immediately after a first switch.
This arbitrary constraint ensures a full development of the flow physics near the valve.
940 M. ASTORINO ET AL.
The Ohm’s-law-like relation is not the only one conceivable. Indeed, using the classic Bernoulli
equation and making the further assumption of blood at rest in the atria and ventricles, we could





Pat !Pv when Pv 6 Pat,
QD 0 when Pat 6 Pv 6 Par,
QD Car
p
Pv !Pat when Pv > Par,
(3)
where Cat and Car are two constants related to the atrioventricular and semilunar valves,
respectively [12].
Models proposed in [13] or [14] also introduce Ohm’s law for the isovolumetric phases, namely
for Equation (1)2. In these models, valves behave like non-ideal diodes; that is, they could be
affected by leakage: the smaller the corresponding resistance, the bigger is the leaking. The final
set of equations is
8<
:
QD .Pv !Pat/=Rat when Pv 6 Pat,
QD .Pv !Pat/=Rc when Pat 6 Pv 6 Par,
QD .Pv !Par/=RarC .Par !Pat/=Rc when Pv > Par,
(4)
where Rc represents the resistance when the valves are closed.
Models (2)–(4) assume that valves open and close only under the action of a pressure difference.
However, other assumptions can be made on the way the valves are working. For example, in [10], it
is assumed that the closure is dictated by the flow reversal. The corresponding model is represented
in the flow chart reported in Figure 2. In the present work, a similar condition is adopted to define
the opening and the closure of the valves (Section 3).
A different approach has been considered in [12], where a dynamic valve model based on ODE
has been presented. The ODE takes into account the blood–leaflet interaction and describes the evo-
lution in time of the valve opening angle (Figure 3), providing therefore more accurate information
on the variation of the valve resistance in time.
Figure 2. Flow chart representation of the aortic valve modeling in [10].
Figure 3. Schematic representation of the aortic valve and the opening angle ! formed by its leaflets.
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<latexit sha1_base64="l1eollpJxnVkrlsrLG7tte47Yes=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6EkKXrxZwdZCGspmO2mXbnbD7kQsoT/DiwdFvPprvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMi1LBDXret1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHbaMyzaDFlFC6E1EDgktoIUcBnVQDTSIBD9Hoeuo/PII2XMl7HKcQJnQgecwZRSsFXYQnzG9TkJNetebVvRncZeIXpEYKNHvVr25fsSwBiUxQYwLfSzHMqUbOBEwq3cxAStmIDiCwVNIETJjPTp64J1bpu7HStiS6M/X3RE4TY8ZJZDsTikOz6E3F/7wgw/gyzLlMMwTJ5oviTLio3On/bp9rYCjGllCmub3VZUOqKUObUsWG4C++vEzaZ3Xfq/t357XGVRFHmRyRY3JKfHJBGuSGNEmLMKLIM3klbw46L8678zFvLTnFzCH5A+fzB8sKkY8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l1eollpJxnVkrlsrLG7tte47Yes=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6EkKXrxZwdZCGspmO2mXbnbD7kQsoT/DiwdFvPprvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMi1LBDXret1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHbaMyzaDFlFC6E1EDgktoIUcBnVQDTSIBD9Hoeuo/PII2XMl7HKcQJnQgecwZRSsFXYQnzG9TkJNetebVvRncZeIXpEYKNHvVr25fsSwBiUxQYwLfSzHMqUbOBEwq3cxAStmIDiCwVNIETJjPTp64J1bpu7HStiS6M/X3RE4TY8ZJZDsTikOz6E3F/7wgw/gyzLlMMwTJ5oviTLio3On/bp9rYCjGllCmub3VZUOqKUObUsWG4C++vEzaZ3Xfq/t357XGVRFHmRyRY3JKfHJBGuSGNEmLMKLIM3klbw46L8678zFvLTnFzCH5A+fzB8sKkY8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l1eollpJxnVkrlsrLG7tte47Yes=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6EkKXrxZwdZCGspmO2mXbnbD7kQsoT/DiwdFvPprvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMi1LBDXret1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHbaMyzaDFlFC6E1EDgktoIUcBnVQDTSIBD9Hoeuo/PII2XMl7HKcQJnQgecwZRSsFXYQnzG9TkJNetebVvRncZeIXpEYKNHvVr25fsSwBiUxQYwLfSzHMqUbOBEwq3cxAStmIDiCwVNIETJjPTp64J1bpu7HStiS6M/X3RE4TY8ZJZDsTikOz6E3F/7wgw/gyzLlMMwTJ5oviTLio3On/bp9rYCjGllCmub3VZUOqKUObUsWG4C++vEzaZ3Xfq/t357XGVRFHmRyRY3JKfHJBGuSGNEmLMKLIM3klbw46L8678zFvLTnFzCH5A+fzB8sKkY8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l1eollpJxnVkrlsrLG7tte47Yes=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6EkKXrxZwdZCGspmO2mXbnbD7kQsoT/DiwdFvPprvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMi1LBDXret1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHbaMyzaDFlFC6E1EDgktoIUcBnVQDTSIBD9Hoeuo/PII2XMl7HKcQJnQgecwZRSsFXYQnzG9TkJNetebVvRncZeIXpEYKNHvVr25fsSwBiUxQYwLfSzHMqUbOBEwq3cxAStmIDiCwVNIETJjPTp64J1bpu7HStiS6M/X3RE4TY8ZJZDsTikOz6E3F/7wgw/gyzLlMMwTJ5oviTLio3On/bp9rYCjGllCmub3VZUOqKUObUsWG4C++vEzaZ3Xfq/t357XGVRFHmRyRY3JKfHJBGuSGNEmLMKLIM3klbw46L8678zFvLTnFzCH5A+fzB8sKkY8=</latexit>
Valve
<latexit sha1_base64="CxVHFz7VsLSrR08fZSFDzXRyG3o=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIepKCF48V7Ac0oWy2k3bpZhN2J8US+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O2vrG5tb26Wd8u7e/sFh5ei4ZZJMc2jyRCa6EzIDUihookAJnVQDi0MJ7XB0N/PbY9BGJOoRJykEMRsoEQnO0Eq+j/CEeYvJMUx7lapbc+egq8QrSJUUaPQqX34/4VkMCrlkxnQ9N8UgZxoFlzAt+5mBlPERG0DXUsViMEE+v3lKz63Sp1GibSmkc/X3RM5iYyZxaDtjhkOz7M3E/7xuhtFNkAuVZgiKLxZFmaSY0FkAtC80cJQTSxjXwt5K+ZBpxtHGVLYheMsvr5LWZc1za97DVbV+W8RRIqfkjFwQj1yTOrknDdIknKTkmbySNydzXpx352PRuuYUMyfkD5zPH5hgkgU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CxVHFz7VsLSrR08fZSFDzXRyG3o=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIepKCF48V7Ac0oWy2k3bpZhN2J8US+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O2vrG5tb26Wd8u7e/sFh5ei4ZZJMc2jyRCa6EzIDUihookAJnVQDi0MJ7XB0N/PbY9BGJOoRJykEMRsoEQnO0Eq+j/CEeYvJMUx7lapbc+egq8QrSJUUaPQqX34/4VkMCrlkxnQ9N8UgZxoFlzAt+5mBlPERG0DXUsViMEE+v3lKz63Sp1GibSmkc/X3RM5iYyZxaDtjhkOz7M3E/7xuhtFNkAuVZgiKLxZFmaSY0FkAtC80cJQTSxjXwt5K+ZBpxtHGVLYheMsvr5LWZc1za97DVbV+W8RRIqfkjFwQj1yTOrknDdIknKTkmbySNydzXpx352PRuuYUMyfkD5zPH5hgkgU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CxVHFz7VsLSrR08fZSFDzXRyG3o=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIepKCF48V7Ac0oWy2k3bpZhN2J8US+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O2vrG5tb26Wd8u7e/sFh5ei4ZZJMc2jyRCa6EzIDUihookAJnVQDi0MJ7XB0N/PbY9BGJOoRJykEMRsoEQnO0Eq+j/CEeYvJMUx7lapbc+egq8QrSJUUaPQqX34/4VkMCrlkxnQ9N8UgZxoFlzAt+5mBlPERG0DXUsViMEE+v3lKz63Sp1GibSmkc/X3RM5iYyZxaDtjhkOz7M3E/7xuhtFNkAuVZgiKLxZFmaSY0FkAtC80cJQTSxjXwt5K+ZBpxtHGVLYheMsvr5LWZc1za97DVbV+W8RRIqfkjFwQj1yTOrknDdIknKTkmbySNydzXpx352PRuuYUMyfkD5zPH5hgkgU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CxVHFz7VsLSrR08fZSFDzXRyG3o=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIepKCF48V7Ac0oWy2k3bpZhN2J8US+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O2vrG5tb26Wd8u7e/sFh5ei4ZZJMc2jyRCa6EzIDUihookAJnVQDi0MJ7XB0N/PbY9BGJOoRJykEMRsoEQnO0Eq+j/CEeYvJMUx7lapbc+egq8QrSJUUaPQqX34/4VkMCrlkxnQ9N8UgZxoFlzAt+5mBlPERG0DXUsViMEE+v3lKz63Sp1GibSmkc/X3RM5iYyZxaDtjhkOz7M3E/7xuhtFNkAuVZgiKLxZFmaSY0FkAtC80cJQTSxjXwt5K+ZBpxtHGVLYheMsvr5LWZc1za97DVbV+W8RRIqfkjFwQj1yTOrknDdIknKTkmbySNydzXpx352PRuuYUMyfkD5zPH5hgkgU=</latexit>
Yes
<latexit sha1_base64="3RzzrnwFSNOL5ruy0qjNTdJT2aA=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUvHisYD+0DWWznbRLN5uwOxFL6L/w4kERr/4bb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08Sp5tDgsYx1O2AGpFDQQIES2okGFgUSWsHoeuq3HkEbEas7HCfgR2ygRCg4Qys9dBGeMLsHM+mVK27VnYEuEy8nFZKj3it/dfsxTyNQyCUzpuO5CfoZ0yi4hEmpmxpIGB+xAXQsVSwC42eziyf0xCp9GsbalkI6U39PZCwyZhwFtjNiODSL3lT8z+ukGF76mVBJiqD4fFGYSooxnb5P+0IDRzm2hHEt7K2UD5lmHG1IJRuCt/jyMmmeVT236t2eV2pXeRxFckSOySnxyAWpkRtSJw3CiSLP5JW8OcZ5cd6dj3lrwclnDskfOJ8/DviRJA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3RzzrnwFSNOL5ruy0qjNTdJT2aA=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUvHisYD+0DWWznbRLN5uwOxFL6L/w4kERr/4bb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08Sp5tDgsYx1O2AGpFDQQIES2okGFgUSWsHoeuq3HkEbEas7HCfgR2ygRCg4Qys9dBGeMLsHM+mVK27VnYEuEy8nFZKj3it/dfsxTyNQyCUzpuO5CfoZ0yi4hEmpmxpIGB+xAXQsVSwC42eziyf0xCp9GsbalkI6U39PZCwyZhwFtjNiODSL3lT8z+ukGF76mVBJiqD4fFGYSooxnb5P+0IDRzm2hHEt7K2UD5lmHG1IJRuCt/jyMmmeVT236t2eV2pXeRxFckSOySnxyAWpkRtSJw3CiSLP5JW8OcZ5cd6dj3lrwclnDskfOJ8/DviRJA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3RzzrnwFSNOL5ruy0qjNTdJT2aA=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUvHisYD+0DWWznbRLN5uwOxFL6L/w4kERr/4bb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08Sp5tDgsYx1O2AGpFDQQIES2okGFgUSWsHoeuq3HkEbEas7HCfgR2ygRCg4Qys9dBGeMLsHM+mVK27VnYEuEy8nFZKj3it/dfsxTyNQyCUzpuO5CfoZ0yi4hEmpmxpIGB+xAXQsVSwC42eziyf0xCp9GsbalkI6U39PZCwyZhwFtjNiODSL3lT8z+ukGF76mVBJiqD4fFGYSooxnb5P+0IDRzm2hHEt7K2UD5lmHG1IJRuCt/jyMmmeVT236t2eV2pXeRxFckSOySnxyAWpkRtSJw3CiSLP5JW8OcZ5cd6dj3lrwclnDskfOJ8/DviRJA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3RzzrnwFSNOL5ruy0qjNTdJT2aA=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUvHisYD+0DWWznbRLN5uwOxFL6L/w4kERr/4bb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08Sp5tDgsYx1O2AGpFDQQIES2okGFgUSWsHoeuq3HkEbEas7HCfgR2ygRCg4Qys9dBGeMLsHM+mVK27VnYEuEy8nFZKj3it/dfsxTyNQyCUzpuO5CfoZ0yi4hEmpmxpIGB+xAXQsVSwC42eziyf0xCp9GsbalkI6U39PZCwyZhwFtjNiODSL3lT8z+ukGF76mVBJiqD4fFGYSooxnb5P+0IDRzm2hHEt7K2UD5lmHG1IJRuCt/jyMmmeVT236t2eV2pXeRxFckSOySnxyAWpkRtSJw3CiSLP5JW8OcZ5cd6dj3lrwclnDskfOJ8/DviRJA==</latexit>
No
<latexit sha1_base64="etnPFxBuajaFgdLVOa2Y8BeE1UQ=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoCcJePEkEcxDkiXMTmaTIfNYZnrFsOQrvHhQxKuf482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7okRwC77/7RVWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B0+rUUNagWmjTjohlgivWAA6CtRPDiIwEa0Wj66nfemTGcq3uYZywUJKB4jGnBJz00AX2BNmtnvTKFb/qz4CXSZCTCspR75W/un1NU8kUUEGs7QR+AmFGDHAq2KTUTS1LCB2RAes4qohkNsxmB0/wiVP6ONbGlQI8U39PZERaO5aR65QEhnbRm4r/eZ0U4ssw4ypJgSk6XxSnAoPG0+9xnxtGQYwdIdRwdyumQ2IIBZdRyYUQLL68TJpn1cCvBnfnldpVHkcRHaFjdIoCdIFq6AbVUQNRJNEzekVvnvFevHfvY95a8PKZQ/QH3ucPNkyQpg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="etnPFxBuajaFgdLVOa2Y8BeE1UQ=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoCcJePEkEcxDkiXMTmaTIfNYZnrFsOQrvHhQxKuf482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7okRwC77/7RVWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B0+rUUNagWmjTjohlgivWAA6CtRPDiIwEa0Wj66nfemTGcq3uYZywUJKB4jGnBJz00AX2BNmtnvTKFb/qz4CXSZCTCspR75W/un1NU8kUUEGs7QR+AmFGDHAq2KTUTS1LCB2RAes4qohkNsxmB0/wiVP6ONbGlQI8U39PZERaO5aR65QEhnbRm4r/eZ0U4ssw4ypJgSk6XxSnAoPG0+9xnxtGQYwdIdRwdyumQ2IIBZdRyYUQLL68TJpn1cCvBnfnldpVHkcRHaFjdIoCdIFq6AbVUQNRJNEzekVvnvFevHfvY95a8PKZQ/QH3ucPNkyQpg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="etnPFxBuajaFgdLVOa2Y8BeE1UQ=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoCcJePEkEcxDkiXMTmaTIfNYZnrFsOQrvHhQxKuf482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7okRwC77/7RVWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B0+rUUNagWmjTjohlgivWAA6CtRPDiIwEa0Wj66nfemTGcq3uYZywUJKB4jGnBJz00AX2BNmtnvTKFb/qz4CXSZCTCspR75W/un1NU8kUUEGs7QR+AmFGDHAq2KTUTS1LCB2RAes4qohkNsxmB0/wiVP6ONbGlQI8U39PZERaO5aR65QEhnbRm4r/eZ0U4ssw4ypJgSk6XxSnAoPG0+9xnxtGQYwdIdRwdyumQ2IIBZdRyYUQLL68TJpn1cCvBnfnldpVHkcRHaFjdIoCdIFq6AbVUQNRJNEzekVvnvFevHfvY95a8PKZQ/QH3ucPNkyQpg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="etnPFxBuajaFgdLVOa2Y8BeE1UQ=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoCcJePEkEcxDkiXMTmaTIfNYZnrFsOQrvHhQxKuf482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7okRwC77/7RVWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B0+rUUNagWmjTjohlgivWAA6CtRPDiIwEa0Wj66nfemTGcq3uYZywUJKB4jGnBJz00AX2BNmtnvTKFb/qz4CXSZCTCspR75W/un1NU8kUUEGs7QR+AmFGDHAq2KTUTS1LCB2RAes4qohkNsxmB0/wiVP6ONbGlQI8U39PZERaO5aR65QEhnbRm4r/eZ0U4ssw4ypJgSk6XxSnAoPG0+9xnxtGQYwdIdRwdyumQ2IIBZdRyYUQLL68TJpn1cCvBnfnldpVHkcRHaFjdIoCdIFq6AbVUQNRJNEzekVvnvFevHfvY95a8PKZQ/QH3ucPNkyQpg==</latexit>
Positive
<latexit sha1_base64="JQMEwszoqY8R4W+Cyxd5KzTLb0w=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/WvXoZbEInkoigp6k4MVjBdsKbSib7aRdutmE3Umxhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0ikMOi6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3dsvVw4OWyZONYcmj2WsHwJmQAoFTRQo4SHRwKJAQjsY3cz89hi0EbG6x0kCfsQGSoSCM7RSr1LuIjxi1oiNQDGGaa9SdWvuHHSVeDmpkhyNXuWr2495GoFCLpkxHc9N0M+YRsElTEvd1EDC+IgNoGOpYhEYP5sfPqWnVunTMNa2FNK5+nsiY5ExkyiwnRHDoVn2ZuJ/XifF8MrPhEpSBMUXi8JUUozpLAXaFxo4yokljGv7Oqd8yDTjaLMq2RC85ZdXSeu85rk17+6iWr/O4yiSY3JCzohHLkmd3JIGaRJOUvJMXsmb8+S8OO/Ox6K14OQzR+QPnM8flLuTqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JQMEwszoqY8R4W+Cyxd5KzTLb0w=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/WvXoZbEInkoigp6k4MVjBdsKbSib7aRdutmE3Umxhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0ikMOi6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3dsvVw4OWyZONYcmj2WsHwJmQAoFTRQo4SHRwKJAQjsY3cz89hi0EbG6x0kCfsQGSoSCM7RSr1LuIjxi1oiNQDGGaa9SdWvuHHSVeDmpkhyNXuWr2495GoFCLpkxHc9N0M+YRsElTEvd1EDC+IgNoGOpYhEYP5sfPqWnVunTMNa2FNK5+nsiY5ExkyiwnRHDoVn2ZuJ/XifF8MrPhEpSBMUXi8JUUozpLAXaFxo4yokljGv7Oqd8yDTjaLMq2RC85ZdXSeu85rk17+6iWr/O4yiSY3JCzohHLkmd3JIGaRJOUvJMXsmb8+S8OO/Ox6K14OQzR+QPnM8flLuTqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JQMEwszoqY8R4W+Cyxd5KzTLb0w=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/WvXoZbEInkoigp6k4MVjBdsKbSib7aRdutmE3Umxhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0ikMOi6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3dsvVw4OWyZONYcmj2WsHwJmQAoFTRQo4SHRwKJAQjsY3cz89hi0EbG6x0kCfsQGSoSCM7RSr1LuIjxi1oiNQDGGaa9SdWvuHHSVeDmpkhyNXuWr2495GoFCLpkxHc9N0M+YRsElTEvd1EDC+IgNoGOpYhEYP5sfPqWnVunTMNa2FNK5+nsiY5ExkyiwnRHDoVn2ZuJ/XifF8MrPhEpSBMUXi8JUUozpLAXaFxo4yokljGv7Oqd8yDTjaLMq2RC85ZdXSeu85rk17+6iWr/O4yiSY3JCzohHLkmd3JIGaRJOUvJMXsmb8+S8OO/Ox6K14OQzR+QPnM8flLuTqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JQMEwszoqY8R4W+Cyxd5KzTLb0w=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/WvXoZbEInkoigp6k4MVjBdsKbSib7aRdutmE3Umxhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0ikMOi6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3dsvVw4OWyZONYcmj2WsHwJmQAoFTRQo4SHRwKJAQjsY3cz89hi0EbG6x0kCfsQGSoSCM7RSr1LuIjxi1oiNQDGGaa9SdWvuHHSVeDmpkhyNXuWr2495GoFCLpkxHc9N0M+YRsElTEvd1EDC+IgNoGOpYhEYP5sfPqWnVunTMNa2FNK5+nsiY5ExkyiwnRHDoVn2ZuJ/XifF8MrPhEpSBMUXi8JUUozpLAXaFxo4yokljGv7Oqd8yDTjaLMq2RC85ZdXSeu85rk17+6iWr/O4yiSY3JCzohHLkmd3JIGaRJOUvJMXsmb8+S8OO/Ox6K14OQzR+QPnM8flLuTqQ==</latexit>
JpK?
<latexit sha1_base64="Jm2Tgq3MNhcD1gvPsfV7MC9wqTw=">AAACN3icbVDLSgMxFM3U9/u1EdwEi+CqzIigKxXcuFSwWukMJZO51dgkMyR3lDLMV7jVD/FTXLkTt/6Baa1gWw8ETs69h3vviTMpLPr+m1eZmJyanpmdm19YXFpeWV1bv7JpbjjUeSpT04iZBSk01FGghEZmgKlYwnXcOe3Vrx/AWJHqS+xmECl2q0VbcIZOugnvc5UVWXncWq36Nb8POk6CAamSAc5ba95mmKQ8V6CRS2ZtM/AzjApmUHAJ5XyYW8gY77BbaDqqmQIbFf2NS7rjlIS2U+OeRtpX/zoKpqztqth1KoZ3drTWE/+rNXNsH0aF0FmOoPnPoHYuKaa0dz5NhAGOsusI40a4XSm/Y4ZxdCENTbGomOmaxF2i4ZGnSjGdFP3AymYQFaGUsfN1AGk1oKExv7/SZRmMJjdOrvZqgV8LLvarJ0eDVGfJFtkmuyQgB+SEnJFzUiecKPJEnsmL9+q9ex/e509rxRt4NsgQvK9vasOsfQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jm2Tgq3MNhcD1gvPsfV7MC9wqTw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jm2Tgq3MNhcD1gvPsfV7MC9wqTw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jm2Tgq3MNhcD1gvPsfV7MC9wqTw=">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</latexit>
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FIGURE 16 Flow chart representation of the resistive immersed surfaces for the realistic model.
Based on the pressure values previously depicted in Figure 14, two short isovolumetric phases (respectively defined by the time
intervals [t = 0.135, t = 0.215] and [t = 0.465, t = 0.533]) are then expected. The evolution of the volume of the cavityΩ2, given
by the previous mentioned electro-mechanical simulation, is portrayed in Figure 17. As observed in real physiological cases21,
the dilatation of the ventricle lasts longer than its contraction. Two zooms (the blue arrows) show that the incompressibility
constraint is not perfectly verified during the isovolumetric phases. Therefore, the full pressure correction (12) is expected to be
mandatory to compute the correct values of the pressures and hence the correct behavior of the resistive immersed valves.

























































FIGURE 17Time history of the volume of the ventricle for the realistic model. The grey areas delimit the expected isovolumetric
phases.
In the following, the ARIS model is applied on this realistic model and the results obtained without pressure correction are
compared with the ones obtained by using the corrective term given by (10).
To assess the sensitivity of the efficiency of the pressure correction with respect to the parameter Ri and to confirm our
previous choice, the same analysis, as the one described in Section 3.1, is carried on here. The set of values used for the resistive
parameter Ri are still
Ri = {10i, i = 0…10}.
Eventually, as the structure of the flow dynamics inside the ventricle can be used as a predictor of diseases or malfunction22,6,
it is crucial to ensure that the new pressure correction does not perturb the velocity field. A comparative study of the velocity and
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pressure fields obtained during the first isovolumetric phase, with and without the pressure correction, is undertaken in order to
highlight the absence of disruption. The first phase is the most pertinent for this comparison as its correct computation is crucial
and mandatory to not perturb the physics of the developed flow and, hence, the next time steps of the simulation.
3.2.1 Results
On Figure 18, the matching of the evolution of the pressures PΩ2 and P
⋆, obtained with the pressure correction, are compared
for several values of Ri with respect to the time. The goal is to determine the optimal value of the resistive parameter.
Firstly, positive and negative peak values are observed for PΩ2 , respectively, at t ≃ 0.21 and at t ≃ 0.54 (i.e., respectively,
just after the first and the second isovolumetric phases), on all cases. This behavior is similar to what has been observed for the
toy model in Section 3.1.1. Moreover, even for a case where the pressure correction is not applied (i.e., when Ri = 0), the same
pressure peaks are obtained, as depicted on Figure 18a. This highlights the fact that these local quickly decaying extrema for
PΩ2 are not induced by the introduced pressure correction. A possible explanation would be that the resistance changes, due to
valve opening and closing, are explicitly imposed to the fluid. As a result, some time steps are required for the fluid to adapt to
these topological changes, inducing pressure oscillations. We refer the reader to the conclusion for some perspectives on how
to tackle this behavior.
Figure 18a depicts the case where no immersed valve is used (as Ri is set to 0) and where the matching of the pressures is
hence, obviously, impossible to obtain. The computed pressure PΩ2 of Figures 18b–18f fail to match the reference P
⋆ outside
the isovolumetric phases, due to the bad behavior of the immersed valves which keep fluctuating quickly between their closed
and open configurations. This phenomenon is illustrated by the pressures oscillations. Among all the cases, the best pressures
matching is obtained forRi = 105, as observed on Figure 18g.When the resistance is increased beyond this optimal value, results
start to worsen, especially for the first isovolumetric phase, as depicted on Figures 18h–18j. For the case Ri = 106, portrayed
on Figure 18h, even if PΩ2 is confined between PΩ1 and PΩ3 , it is not monotonous, as it should be in a physiological case. For
the two following cases, due to the inaccurate computed physics, and more precisely the wrong intraventricular pressure, the
valve status change several time during the isovolumetric phases while they were supposed to keep being closed. Beyond the
case of Ri = 108, where PΩ2 present very strong oscillations for t ∈ [0.135, 0.215] and for t ∈ [0.465, 0.533], as represented on
Figure 18j, the other cases fail to converge and the simulations stops around t = 0.2, as portrayed on Figures 18k–18l. Based on
this study, in the following, the value of the resistance Ri is now set to 105.
Figures 19a–19b depict the pressure curves coming from, respectively, the case without and with the use of the corrective
term (10), both for the optimized value of Ri = 105. It must be noted that, except for the isovolumetric phases, the computed
pressures between both cases are almost perfectly identical. This underlines the fact that the corrective term, only used during
the isovolumetric phases, does not have an impact on the other instants of the simulation, as expected.
As portrayed in Figure 19a, for the case without correction, PΩ2 is not well-defined when both valves are closed and get
arbitrary values. Therefore, this induces wrong behaviors of the immersed valves. On the opposite, when the corrective term is
applied, PΩ2 is now correctly defined and the computed pressures match the reference ones, as highlighted in Figure 19b.
The time history of the valves status of each immersed surface Σ12 and Σ23 obtained for the cases without and with pressure
correction are depicted, respectively, on Figures 20a–20b. Major differences are observed during the first isovolumetric phase:
non physiological changes of configuration of each valve are obtained when no pressure correction is applied while the expected
correct behavior, similar to the one used for the toy model on Figure 7a, is get with the pressure correction. This difference of
behavior is crucial to correct as a wrong isovolumetric phase will induce a erroneous computation of the flow characteristics
during the rest of the simulation.
Figures 21a–21b present the snapshots of the velocity field obtained during the middle of the first isovolumetric phase, at
t = 0.185, respectively, for the case without and with pressure correction. The same typical features of the velocity field,
especially its vorticity, are obtained for the two cases, illustrating the fact that the additional normal stress term (8), applied on
the immersed surfaces, keeps the velocity field comparable.
Snapshots of the pressure fields obtained without and with optimized pressure correction are given in Figures 22a–22b,
respectively. On both figures, observation of the ventricular cavity reveals that even though PΩ2 is not perfectly homogeneous
on the scale of the ventricle – as it is assumed in (H2) – the pressure values near the first immersed surface Σ12 and near the
second immersed surface Σ23 are approximately equal. This observation highlights the fact that using the same value PΩ2 for the
negative sided-restrictions of the pressure p− in equations (5) and (6), respectively, for both immersed surfaces Σ12 and Σ23, is
coherent.
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(a) Ri = 0.
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(b) Ri = 100.
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(c) Ri = 101.
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(d) Ri = 102.
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(e) Ri = 103.
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(f) Ri = 104.





























<latexit sha1_base64="b1Ha9Ik5Jrz7SGaXi4XAUq6eEvo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b1Ha9Ik5Jrz7SGaXi4XAUq6eEvo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b1Ha9Ik5Jrz7SGaXi4XAUq6eEvo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b1Ha9Ik5Jrz7SGaXi4XAUq6eEvo=">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</latexit>
(g) Ri = 105.
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(h) Ri = 106.
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(i) Ri = 107.
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(j) Ri = 108.
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(k) Ri = 109.
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(l) Ri = 1010.
FIGURE 18 Time history of the computed pressures obtained with pressure correction for different values ofRi for the realistic
model.





The intraventricular pressure is correctly computed when pressure correction is applied whereas, when there is no correction,
its value is overestimated and even exceed the aortic one, as illustrated on Figure 22a. This highlights the benefits brought by
the pressure corrective term (10) concerning the computation of the correct intermediate values for the pressure during the
isovolumetric phases.
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(a) Without correction.
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(b) With correction.
FIGURE 19 Time history of the computed pressures for the optimized value of Ri = 105 for the realistic model.






































FIGURE 20 Time history of the status of the valves obtained for the realistic model. The grey areas delimit the expected
isovolumetric phases.
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(a) Without correction. (b) With correction.
FIGURE 21 Snapshots of the velocity field obtained at t = 0.185 for the realistic model.
(a) Without correction. (b) With correction.
FIGURE 22 Snapshots of the pressure field obtained at t = 0.185 for the realistic model.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a new reduced model for heart valves has been introduced for the description of the isovolumetric phases within
an uncoupling approach.
In Section 2.1, the original RIS model9,5 has been recalled and its application to heart valves modeling has been presented.
The generic problem of a fluid cavity enclosed by two closed RIS valves has been considered by providing an estimate of the
internal pressure in Section 2.2. A simplified expression estimating the pressure of the cavity has been derived, highlighting
that its value depends on several parameters including the exterior pressures, the resistive term of the RIS model and the wall
cavity velocities. This analysis proved why realistic isovolumetric phases could not be obtained with the standard RIS model.
In Section 2.3, the new reduced model, called ARIS, has been presented. An additional normal stress term was introduced in
order to counteract the contributions of the exterior pressures and wall velocities.
In Section 3, two numerical examples have been considered to illustrate the benefits of this new approach. First, a toy model
with a simplified geometry has been designed to reproduce the main characteristics of more complex heart simulations. Arbitrary
pressure values and several different domain motions have been prescribed to test the efficiency of the ARIS model in different
configurations. The second numerical example has consisted of a physiological left heart geometry where the pressure values
and domain motions were provided by an external electro-mechanical simulation. In all those cases, the original RIS model
failed to properly model the intracavity pressures and the valves behavior during the isovolumetric phases. These experiments
highlighted that the intracavity pressure could be computed using the pressure estimate described by (4). It also highlighted
that the violation of the incompressibility constraint and its correction is a key challenge to compute the correct intraventricular
pressure during the isovolumetric phases.
In both numerical examples, an analysis of the influence of the valve resistive parameter Ri showed that a trade-off had to
be made between a proper correction of the intracavity pressure and an acceptable impermeability of the valves. Indeed, the
introduced corrective term benefits from the fact that the RIS model is penalizing the fluid on the immersed surfaces and is
only enforcing Dirichlet boundary conditions in a weak sense. However, as the resistive term keeps increasing, the RIS model
converges toward a singular problem equivalent to imposing only Dirichlet boundary conditions. In this setting, the pressure
correction was not working anymore.
The optimum value of Ri has been determined in each example and its use in the ARIS model led to strong improvements in
the physiological validity of the numerical simulations compared to the traditional RIS model. In the cardiac test case, it was
shown that the ARIS model was able to control the left ventricular pressure during the isovolumetric phases resulting in a better
physiological behavior of the valves. Moreover, the ARIS model properly corrected the intracavity pressure without alteration
of the velocity field and its main features.
The proposed approach therefore offers a good compromise between standard uncoupling and complex FSI models. By
expanding the original RIS formulation with an additional reference value, the physiological behavior of the intracavity pres-
sure during the isovolumetric phases is partially recovered without using fully coupled fluid-structure models. Nevertheless,
one limitation of applying the ARIS formulation is the potential difficulty to obtain such reference data. In particular, when
aiming to produce patient-specific simulations, recovery of the intraventricular pressure by catheterization is an invasive pro-
cedure and might not always be possible. Moreover, it must also be reminded that the simplifications introduced by using this
reduced model might affect and disrupt the intraventricular flow. As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, some pressure oscillations were
observed due to the explicit treatment of the reduced valve model. A first approach to circumvent this issue could to formulate
the valve dynamics as a non-linear constraint on the fluid velocity. Another interesting extension of this work could be to com-
pare the results coming from the ARIS model with the ones coming from a fully coupled FSI simulation in order to quantify the
potential inaccuracies induced by the current simplified approach.
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